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Abstract 
If X and Y are two general stochastic processess, we define a covariation process IX, YJ with 
the help of a limit procedure. When the processes are semimartingales, IX YI is their classical 
bracket. 
We calculate covariation for some important examples arising from anticipating stochastic 
calculus and we establish a It6 formula for f (X) ,  where f is of class C2(R) and X admits 
a generalized bracket IX, X]. 
O. Introduction 
In the classical stochastic integration, integrators are practically bounded previsible 
processes and integrands are semimartingales. The class 6 e of semimartingales satis- 
fies two key properties: if X is an element of 6 p, H is a "good" previsible process and 
f i sa  function in C2(R), then So H dX andf (X)  belong to 6e. Moreover, Ito formula 
provides an explicit proof of the second result. Introducing the notion of local time, we 
can extend the last property by taking f = fz - f2  where f l  and f2 are convex functions. 
Tanaka formula tells us that f (X)  e 6 a. We cannot go further: i f f is CI , f (X )  is not in 
general a semimartingale. Nevertheless, if X is a Dirichlet process (i.e. the sum of 
a martingale and an adapted process with zero energy) and fe  C1(~), then f (X)  is 
a Dirichlet process, see Bertoin (1986). 
Many authors have examined generalizations of classical stochastic integrals (see, 
for instance, Nualart, 1986). The most popular extension is Skorohod integration. 
Nualart and Pardoux (1988) proved the following Ito formula: 
f (X ( t ) )  = 5(1]o,q El) + f l  V2(s)ds, (o.1) 
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where 6(Z) denotes the Skorohod integral of Z with respect o a Brownian motion 
(B(t); 0~<t~< 1), X(t)=6(ljomU), V1 and V2 are two explicit processes, and 
fe  C2(R). Asch and Potthoff(1991) have defined the forward integral Slo X dB as the 
sum of 6(X) plus a weak trace term of DX. They have obtained an Ito formula for 
these processes involving some generalized bracket. 
In a recent work (Russo and Vallois, 1993a), we have defined forward, backward 
and symmetric integrals which are extensions of, respectively, Ito, backward and 
Stratonovich integrals. We know that in the usual stochastic alculus, the notion of 
bracket of semimartingales plays a crucial role. We introduced in Russo and Vallois 
(1993b) the generalized covariation process [X, Y] associated with given processes 
X and Y. In Section 1 we slightly modify the definition and establish the main 
properties for this new process. In particular if X, Y are semimartingales, [X, Y ] is 
equal to the usual bracket associated with X and Y (see Proposition 1.1). We give two 
classes of processes (X, Y) which admit a covariation process: 
X(t)=6(1jo,tlU), Y(t)=3(ljo,qV), t ~ [0, 1], (0.2) 
X(t)=Z~(t,G), Y(t)=Z~(t,G), t>~O, (0.3) 
where G is a random variable and ((Zi(t, x); t ~> 0)i = 1,2; x ~ ~ d) a family of continuous 
semimartingales. 
We prove in Theorem 1.1 (resp. Proposition 1.3) that with additional assumptions, 
if (X, Y) is defined by (2) (resp. (3)) then [X, Y] (t) = So U(s)V(s)ds; 0 ~< t ~< 1 (resp. 
IX, Y] = [ZI(., x), Z2(., x)Jx=o). We enlarge the two previous classes of processes by 
showing in Proposition 2.1 that i f f  and g belong in C~(R) and X, Y are continuous 
processes admitting a covariation process then [ f(X), g(Y)] exists and 
[f(X),g(Y)] = fof'(X(s))g'(Y(s))d[X, YJ(s). 
We end Section 2 by establishing a Ito formula whose one-dimensional version is the 
following: if X is a continuous process uch that IX, X] exists then 
f(X(t)) --f(X(O)) + f f'(X(s))d-X(s) 
Jr O,t] 
+-~ f"(X(s))d[X,X](s), t >1 O, 
where feC2(N), (Slomf'(X(s))d-X(s); t>~O) denotes the forward 




1. Definitions and properties of the generalized covariation process 
We would like to recall definitions and some properties concerning forward, 
backward and symmetric integrals (Russo and Vallois, 1993a) and also generalized 
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bracket (Russo and Vallois, 1993b). Essentially in the first paper we define an 
integral on a fixed interval [0, 1]. Here, however we need to construct the stochastic 
integral as a process. In Russo and Vallois (1993b) we defined the generalized 
covariation at time t and stated elementary properties. In this study we need to 
strengthen this approach and go further. We will change minor details and indicate 
the modifications. 
Notat ions  
(1) (f2,~ = (°~-,;0 ~< t ~< 1),P) will denote a classical filtered probability space, 
satisfying the usual conditions. # is the a-algebra generated by the previsible 
processes. A process is a measurable map: (OxR+,~®~(R+)) -~(R ,~(R) ) .  
(B(t); t/> 0) is a usual ~Brownian  motion. 
Let I be an interval included in •+. D( I )  is the set of processes X such that 
t e I ~ X (t, ~o) is a c~d l~tg function. 
X is a ~--semimartingale if X admits a decomposition 
X=X(O)+M+V,  (1.1) 
where M is a ~--local square integrable martingale, V is a locally bounded variation 
process and M(0) = V(0) = 0. 
(2) L~q will denote the set of functions defined on R +, which are Ftd lgg. Obviously, if
fe  Ae, f i s  locally bounded. 
Let fe  A a, g e ~q and t >/0. We set 
If(O+ ) , x~<O, 
fq(x) = f f (x  ), 0 < x < t, 
( f ( t+) ,  x>t ,  
(1.2) 
fq corresponds to fj ,  J = ]0, t] (Russo and Vallois, 1993b). 
Let f and g in .W, and e > 0. We set 
I -(e, t,f, dg) = ~ ftl(s)(g,l(s + e) -- g, l(s))ds, (1.3)_ 
I +(e,t,f, dg) = ~ f l (s)(gt l (s)  - gtl(s - e))ds, (1.3)+ 
I++I  - 
I ° - - -  (1 .3 )o  
2 ' 
if. [f, gL(0 = ~ (f,l(s + e) - f ,~(s ) ) (gds  + ~) - O,l(s))ds. (1.4) 
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Clearly, 
l -  (e,t, f dg) = f(O+ ) ! tj~ (g(s) - g(O+ ))ds 
1 f[-~)+ + - f (s )  (g(s + e) - g(s) )ds 
g 
+ - f (s)(g(t+ ) - g(s))ds. (1.5) 
t-~)+ 
We have similar explicit formulae concerning I +, I o and [f, g]~. 
In Russo and Vallois (1993b) we define [+ and [ -  which are slightly different from 
I + and I -. We recall 
i -  (e, t , f  do) = f](s)(gq(s + e) - Oo(s))ds, 
fo +® i + (e, t , f  do) = f l(s)(g,l(s) - g,l(s - e))ds. 
By an easy calculation we have 
i + (e, t,f, do) = I + (e, t , f  do) 
and 
[ - (e , t ,  fdo)  = I - (e , t , fd9)  - f (O+ )~ f~(o(s) - g(O+))ds. 
So the modification does not change the existence of the limits, e -~ 0+. 
Let f and g be two continuous functions. We set 
lfo =-  f (s)(a(s + e) -- 9(s))ds, r -  (e, t , f  do) e 
- f (s)(g(s)  - 9(s - e))ds, r + (e, t , f  d9) = e 
lyo C, ( fg ) ( t )  = -~ ( f ( s  + e) - f ( s ) ) (g (s  + e,) - 9(s))ds, 
with the convention: #(s) = 0 if s < 0. 
Letae{+, -}andT>0.  It is easy to check 
( ){0 
lim sup II~(e,t, fdg) -  T~(e,t , fdg) l  = _f(O)g(O )
e~O+ 0 ~< t ~< T 
lim( sup [[fo],(t)-Ce(fg)(t)l)=O. 






if a= -- ,  
(1.9) 
if a= +,  
(1.1o) 
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So it is "equivalent" to replace l ' (e , t , f ,  dg) (resp. [f, g],) by r'(e,t,f, do) (resp. 
C~(f g)) if f and g are continuous. It is obvious that r ~ and C, are easier to handle 
than, respectively, 1 ~ and [,]). 
We now assume thatfand g belong to La. The key relations between I +, I - and the 
e-bracket are 
I - (e,t,f, do) =f(t+)g(t+) - f (0+)g(0+) - I +(e,t, g, d f )  (1.11) 
[fg]~(t) = I+(e,t,f, do) - I - (e , t , f  dg). (1.12) 
Relation (1.11) (resp. (1.12)) corresponds to Lemma 1.2 of Russo and Vallois (1993b) 
(resp. is obtained, if we develop (fq(s + e) -fq(s))(gq(s + e) - gq(s)). Therefore, 
[fg]~(t) =f(t+)g(t+) - f (0+)0(0+) - I -(e,t,g, d f )  - I - (e,t , f ,  dg), (1.13)_ 
[fg]~ (t) = - f ( t+ )g(t+ ) +f(0+)g(0+) + I+ (e,t, f dg) + I + (e,t,g, d f). (1.14)+ 
Let s > t > 0 and 0 < e < max(t/2,s - t). By (2.29) of Russo and Vallois (1993b), we 
have 
ly, 
[f,f]~(s) -- [f,f]~(t) >i ~ (f(u + e) --f(u)) 2 du 
-£  
(1.14) 
1I) - - (f(t+) - f (u ) )  2 du. 
(3) We recall (Protter, 1990, II,4) that a sequence of processes (H.; n t> 0) converges 
to a process H uniformly on compacts in probability (abbreviated by ucp) if 
P(  sup .H . ( t ) -H( t ) ,>~l=O for every a > 0, T~> lim 0. 
n~oo \O~t<~T / 
We are now able to define the stochastic integral processes and the generalized 
bracket of two given processes. 
Let X and Y be two elements of D(•+) and a e { +,  - ,0}. I f ( l ' (e,t ,X, Y); t >~ 0) 
(resp. ([X,Y],(t);  t>~O)) converges ucp when e~0+,  we denote by 
(Slo,qXd°Y;t ~> 0) (resp. ([X, Y](t);t/> 0)) the limit. When a = - (resp. a = + ,0), 
we will speak about (uniform) forward (resp. backward; symmetric) integral. [X, Y ] is 
called the (uniform) generalized bracket (or covariation) of X and Y, or the generaliz- 
ed quadratic variation process of X when Y = X. Assume that X and Y admit 
a generalized bracket. In general, [X, Y] does not exist. Using bilinearity, [X, Y] 
exists if X + Y admits a generalized bracket. In this case IX, Y] is a locally bounded 
variation process. More generally, we will say that a family {Xi; i ~ K) of elements of 
D(R+) admits a mutual bracket if [Xi, Xj] exists for every i and j  in K. 
We give some basic properties of the three types stochastic integral processes and 
the generalized bracket. 
(i) Since I ' (e,. ,X, dY) and [X,Y]~ belong to D(R+), using the uniform 
convergence, it is easy to check that $1o..1Xd°Y and [X, Y ] belong to D(R + ) and for 
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every t > 0, 
A( f ]o , . ]Xd-Y) ( t )=X( t_ )AY( t ) ,  (1.15)_ 
A( f ]o , . ]Xd+Y)  ( t )=X(t+)AY(t) '  (1.15)+ 
A([X, Y])(t) = AX(t)A Y (t), (1.16) 
where A Z(t) = Z(t+ ) - Z(t_ ). 
(ii) Assume that X and Y are two continuous processes. By (1.9) and (1.10), 
[]o,.]Xd-Y (resp. S]o,.]Xd + Y; [X,Y])  is the limit ucp of r-(e, . ,X,  dY) (resp. 
T+ (e,.,X, dY) - X(0)Y(0); C~(X, Y)). 
(iii) Using the definition and (1.14), we observe that [X, X] is an increasing process 
started at 0. 
(iv) Assume that X, Y belong to D(N+) and admit a mutual bracket. Then [X, Y] 
satisfies the Kunita-Watanabe inequality (Proposition 2.5, Russo and Vallois, 1993b): 
(1.17) 
foa(S)B(s)d[X, Y](s) Z <- ( fo~(S)Zd[X,X](s))( fofl(s)2d[Y, ](s)), 
where ~ and fl are processes. 
(v) We finish by a useful property based on (1.12) and (1.13)_+ : [X ,X]  exists iff 
Slo,.]Xd°X exists (a = + or - ). 
Further, 
[x'x?(t)= flo,t]Xd+ X- f,o,tlXd-X 
= X(t+) 2 -- X(O+) z -- 2~ Xd-X ,  (1.18)_ 
31 O,t] 
[X,X](t)  = - X(t+) z + X(0+) 2 +2~ Xd+X.  (1.18)+ 
31 O, t] 
We give now three classes of examples of processes X admitting a generalized 
bracket: Propositions 1.1, 1.3, 1.4 and Theorem 1.1. We will enlarge these examples in 
the beginning of Section 2. 
Proposition 1.1. Assume that X and Y are two semimartingales, H is an adapted process 
belonoin9 to D(R+ ). Then IX, Y] is the usual bracket of X and Y and 
f~o,.lHd- X -- foH(S- )dX(s), 
where the right-hand side denotes the usual Ito stochastic integral. 
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Remark. Proposition 1.1 is an extension of Proposition 1.1 of Russo and Vallois 
(1993a) and Proposition 2.2 of Russo and Vallois (1993b). 
Proof. Assume that (1.1) is a decomposition of X. 
Let (T.; n/> 1) be an increasing sequence of stopping times, converging to ~ such 
that 
(i) (M(t A T.; t >~ 0) is a square integrable martingale, 
(1.19) 
(ii) sup (IX(t)l + IVl(t) + IH(t)l) ~< n. 
O <~ I <~ T. 
We have 
I-(13, t A T.,H, dX) = I-(13, t A T.,H, dV) + I-(13, t A T.,H, dM). 
For every t ~> 0 and n/> 1, the process (H (s) 1 ~, <. ~ ~s +,) ^  t ^  r./; u >~ 0) is previsible and 
bounded. 
By (1.19) and Revuz and Yor (1991, ex 5.17, p. 165) we can permute the stochastic 
integral and the Lebesgue integration and we get successively 
I -(e,t A T.,H, dV) = H(O+)-I~ I2 V(s)ds 
+ I~ ^  T" ( ! f~i_~)+ H(s)ds)dV (u), (1.20) 
I (13, t A T,,H, dM) = H(0+)-131 f~M(s)ds 
+ - H(s)ds dM(u). 
13 u-e)+ 
(1.21) 
Using successively Proposition (2.72) p. 56 and Th6or6me (2.74) p. 57 of Jacod (1979) 
we obtain the convergence of I - (13, A T., H, dV) and I - (13, A T,, H, dM) to, respec- 
tively, ~lo,.lH(s - )dV(s) and ~lo,4H(s - )dM(s), when e ~ 0+. So using (1.18)_ and 
the classical Ito formula, we check that the generalized bracket of X is equal to the 
usual bracket of X. 
Since X + Y is a semimartingale, {X, Y} admits a mutual bracket, and [X, Y] is 
equal to the usual right bracket. 
Lemma 1.1. Assume that V is chdlhg bounded variation process, vanishing at 0, and and 
H belongs to D(•+). Then 
f] Hd-  V = f] H(u_)dV(u). (1.22)_ 
o, .] o, .1 
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I f  V is moreover continuous, 
fj Hd+ V = fj ., o, .1 (1.22)+ 
In particular [H, V] = O. 
Proof. We check (1.22)_ as in the proof of previous proposition; we do not need that 
H is adapted. 
Assume V is continuous, t > e > 0; we have 
[+(~,t,H, dV)  lffH(s)V(s)ds+f, dV(u) l  f (*+") ^ . = - H(s) ds. 
0,t] g" du V 
The first term converges a.s. to V(0) H(0+ ) = 0 and the second one converges ucp to 
S'oH(U+)dV(u) = S'oH(u)dV(u). Eq. (1.18)_ tells us that [H, V] -0 .  
According to Duc and Nualart (1990), a process (X(t); 0 ~< t ~< 1) admits 
a Skorohod integral representation (SIR) if there exists a process (U (t); 0 ~< t ~< 1) 
belonging to 92,1(H), H = L2([0, 1]), such that 
X(t) = 6(1]o,q U), t ~ [0, 1], (1.23) 
where 6(Z) denotes the Skorohod integral of Z with respect o the Brownian motion 
(B(t); 0 < t < 1). 
We know (Theorem 5.2, Nualart and Pardoux, 1988) that X admits a continuous 
version if U satisfies the additional property 
] f: )'J (i) qp > l, such that sup E l (  (Ds U(t))2ds < oo, te[O, 1] L \  
or (1.24) 
E[ fo l ( fo  1 )P ] (ii) Sp > 2, such that (Ds U(t))2ds dt < oo, 
D~A denotes the derivative of A at time s. 
We will say that X admits a strong SIR if (1.23), 0.24) hold and U is l~td lfig. 
Theorem 1.1. Assume that X and Y have a strong SIR, X = 6(llo, q U), Y = ¢~(1]o,.] V). 
Then X and Y admit a mutual bracket given by 
[X, Y] = fo U(s) V(s)ds. (1.25) 
Moreover, 
Remarks. (1) In Duc et al. (1991, Proposition 3.8) the authors proved that the 
process X 2 defined by (1.23) admits a Doob-Meyer decomposition 
X 2 =M+A,  
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where M is a S-martingale and 
A= ;oU(S)2ds + 2 foU(S)t~(1jo.slDsU)ds. 
Since IX, X] = So U(s) 2ds, IX, X] is not in general equal to A. 
(2) Grorud (1988) defined a non-symmetric bracket of two "smooth" processes 
X and Y. I fX  and Y admit a SIR as in Theorem 1.1, and {{X, Y}} denotes Grorud 
bracket, by Remarque 3.3, p. 186 of Grorud (1988), we have 
fo {{ X, Y}}(t) = [X, Y](t) + 2 v(s)3(lto,~]D,X)ds. 
Then in general { {X, Y } } and [X, Y] are different. 
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we need 
Proposition 1.2. Assume that X and Y are continuous and admit a mutual bracket. Then 
for every H in D(R+ ), 
fo H(S)d C, (X, Y) (s) converges ucp to fl  H(s)d IX, Y ] (s). (1.27) 
Proof. According to property (iv) it is sufficient o check (1.27) if Y = X. The 
convergence in probability is equivalent to almost surely convergence for subsequ- 
ence; therefore we can only consider X = Y = f and H = h where f (resp. h) is 
a continuous (resp. lad lag) function. 
Since C~(f, f )  converges to If, f ]  (t), dC~ (f , f )  converges vaguely to d I-f, f ] .  fbeing 
continuous, d[f,f] does not charge the points, and hlto,d is continuous d[f,f]- 
almost everywhere. Consequently, 
lim fo  lt°'dh(s)dC*(f'f)(s)= foh(S)d[f,f](s). 
Using the linearity and the decomposition h = h + - h-, we can assume h >/0. We 
observe that t--*Solto,,lh(s)dC,(f,f)(s ) is a non-decreasing function and 
So h(s)d [ f , f  ] (s) is continuous. Dini theorem implies that So h(s)d C,(f,f )(s) goes to 
S oh(s)d [ f , f  ] (s), with respect o the uniform topology on compact sets. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We set X(t) = X(1) if t >/1. This means X(t) = 3(l~o,t ^ 11 U) 
for every t/> 0. Let t ~ [0, 1]; we have 
CAX, X)(t) = A~(t) + A~(t), 
f~ =-l f~u(s)2(B((s +e) A1)-B(s))2ds , A,(t) = 0t(e,s)ds, All~(t) e
0t(e, s) = l [ (x (s  + e) - X(s)) 2 - (V(s)(e((s + t) A 1) -- e(s)))2]. 
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Since [B, B] (t) = t, Proposit ion 1.2 applied with X = Y = B tells us that A~ 1) con- 
verges ucp to ~o U(s) 2ds. We will prove A, converges ucp to 0. 
We set 
e")(e,s) = l [ (x (s  + e) - X(s)) 2 - (6(ll~,t~+,)^ 11 U(s)))2], 
8 
1 
ct(2)(6, s) = - [(6(l j~,¢,+,)^ xl U(s)) 2 - (U(s)(B((s + e) A 1) - B(s)))2-l, 
6 
Y~(s) = ~ (3(1],,~,+,)^ 1] U(s)) - U(s)(B((s + e) A 1) - B(s)). 
Therefore, 
~(6, S) = 0~11) (/:, 8) "+ 0~(2)(E, S), 
~(1)(e, S) = ~)(6,  S)~)(~, S), 
1 
)~(1)[6, S) ~ ~) -- X(s) + 6(1 j~,+, )U(s ) ) ,  +,  = (x  (s + A 1] 
, /6  
1 U(s) (B((s + e) A 1) - B(s)) • (2)(6,s) = Y~(s) ~6(l ls.~s+~ ) ^ 1] U(s)) 3 I- Y~(s) x//~  , 
We notice that 
sup IA,(t)l ~< y~l~(e,s)lds. 
O~<t~<l 
Since E [ I I (u( t )  2 dt] < + oo, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, A, converges ucp to 
0 if 
}] sup E (~)(6, s))z+l(6(lls,~s+o^alU(s))) 2 ds < oo, 
0<e<l  6 
(1.3o) 
if;{ , }] l imE (7~)(e,s)) 2 + Y~(s) 2 +-(Y~(s)(B((s+e)/X 1)--B(s))) 2 ds =0.  e~0 6
(1) We recall that 
E[6(v)2] <- EI f~ v(t)2dt] + E[ fto, ll2(D,v(t))2drdt ], 
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Therefore, 
E[(v(J)(e's))2] <~lE[ f~(~+~)^~ { (U(t) + 
}7 + (D,(U(t) +o~U(s)))2dr dt , 0 
whereoe{+, -}andp+ =l ,p_= -1 .  
We develop the right-hand side of the previous inequality and applying Fubini 
theorem, we get 
E (y~l)(e,s))2ds ~ 2(~ tl) + p,g~ ,, 
We know that if f • L1([0, 1]), (l/e)SI ÷"f(t)dt converges a.s. to f when e--, 0 +. We 
recall the maximal inequality in L2([0, 1]): there exists a universal constant C such 
that 
f'( :r 's''A' ;2 sup f(t)dt ds <~ C f(t)2dt. 
J0  \0<e<l  e ,Js 
Since U belongs to DE, I(H), ~o) < + oo ; moreover a.s. with respect o r, t ~ D, U(t) 
belongs to L2( [0, 1] ), we can apply the dominated convergence theorem of Lebesgue, 
and get 
lim ~2~= ~1~. 
~0+ 
So we have established 
sup E 7 )(g,s))2ds < 00, 
0<e<l  
(2) By (1.33), we have 
1 ( 'o+~)  A 1 
Y~(s) - ~ J, D,U (s)dr. 
As in the previous tep, we check 
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But 
y,(s)2 < (s + e) A l - s fs"+"^ ' fs (s+~)^ ' (O,U(s))2dr <~ (O,U(s))2dr. (1.35) g 
• , ] Since ~"~< oo, hm~_~o+E[S o Y~(s)2ds = O. 
(3) At this stage, (1.30) holds, it remains to verify (1.31). We set 
Fe=f ;ye(s )2 (B( (s+e)A  1)-B(s))2ds" 
Using H61der inequality with respect o dP ® l[o ' lids, and (1.35), we have 
E [ r , ]  ~< (~,)~/~ (~) ~/~ 
z~ = E[ f ~ ( f"+° ^  l (D, U (s))2 dr)'ds], 
, = E[f ;(a((s +*)A 1)-B(s))2ads]l 1 ' , -+-= 1. 
, f i  p q 
We easily check that sup, z~ < oo. Since U satisfies (1.24), lim~_,oZ~ = 0. 
Then lim~oo E[F~] = 0. 
We have established (1.25) when Y = X. We remark that in the proof we only use 
[fo'(fo )'l 3p > 1 such that E (DsU(t))2ds dt < + oo. (1.36) 
Obviously, (1.24) implies (1.36) and X + Y = ~(1]o,.](U + V)). Since U + V satisfies 
(1.36), [X + Y, X + Y] = S~(U(s) + V(s))2ds; (1.25) is a consequence of bilinear- 
ity. [] 
We know that if X is a continuous emimartingale, X admits a generalized bracket 
which is equal to the usual one. We end up this section by generalizing this result. Let 
((X(t,x);t >>, 0); x ~ R a) be a family of continuous emimartingales and G a.r.v. We 
consider the anticipative process Y defined by Y = X(., G). With additional assump- 
tions we will prove a substitution result 
[Y, Y] = [X(.,x),X(.,x)]lx=o. 
We are in this setting if((X(t,x);t >>. 0); x ~ R d) is the flow associated with a "good" 
SDE. 
Let ((M(t,x);t >1 0); x e R d) and ((V(t,x);t >/0); x e R a) be two families of real- 
valued processes such that M,V: ( i ) ( f2xR+xR a, ~®.~([~+)®~(Ra) )  
---,(R,~(R)) are measurable, (ii) for every x in R a, (M(t,x); t>>.O) (resp. 
(V(t,x); t/> 0)) is a square integrable continuous #--martingale (resp. ~-adapted, 
continuous and has locally bounded variation) and M(0, x) = V(0, x) = 0. We set 
X(.,x) = X(0,x) + M(.,x) + V(.,x), xe  ~a. (1.37) 
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We assume that X(O,.) is ~-o®~(Ra) measurable. Therefore, X is 
~oo ® .~(R +) ®~(Ra)-measurable and (X(t, x); t t> O) is a continuous ~--semimar- 
tingale. We suppose there exists 7 >/1 and d' > d, such that 
(i) E[IM(t,O)I 2~]< + oo, 
(ii) E[lM(t ,x)  - M(t,y)l 2~] <<. CN,tlx - yl2a' 
for every t >/0, N/> 0, x and y in •a verifying Ixl + lYl ~< N. 
Let G be a ~-oo-measurable random variable, we set 
(1.38) 
Y = X(., G). (1.39) 
Proposition 1.3. Under previous assumptions, x ~ IX(., x), X(., x)] admits a continuous 
version and [Y, Y] = [X(.,x),X (.,x)]x=~. 
Remark. The result can be easily generalized to Rk-valued semimartingales. 
The proof of Proposition 1.3 is based on two preliminary results: Lemmas 1.2 
and 1.3. 
Lemma 1.2. Let {(F,(t, x); t/> 0), (F (t, x); t I> 0); n >f 1, x e R d } be a family of processes 
such that F~ and F are ~oo ® :~(R+ ) ® ~(Ra)-measurable. We assume that for every 
x in •a, 
F~(.,x) converges ucp to F(.,x), n --} 0o (1.40) 
and there exists 7 > O, d' > d such that 
E [ o :Up r lF.(t, x ) - F. (t, y)]'] ~ CN, rlx -- yla', (1.41) 
VN>~O, Vn>>. 1, VT~>0, V]xI~<N, VIYI~<N. 
Then x ~F( . ,x )  admits a continuous version /r and F,(.,G) converges ucp to 
F(.,G). 
Proof of Lemma 1.2. Let x and y be fixed such that Ix] ~< N, lyl ~< N. By (1.40) there 
exists a subsequence (nk; k i> 1) such that a.s., F,,(., x) and F,,(., y) converges uniformly 
on [0, T ] to, respectively, F(., x) and F(., y). Using Fatou lemma, we get 
E(o~<t~rsup ]F ( t ,x ) -  F(t,y)l~)<-.. Cn, T lx -y ]  a', VT~>O. (1.42) 
Kolmogorov lemma tells us that F admits a continuous version F which satisfies 
E(oS<<uprlF(t,x)\ - F(t,y)[~/ <<. Cn, r lX -  yl a, (1.43) 
Ixl ~< N, lYl ~< N. 
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We set E = C([0, T ]) and II f II r = SUp O ~ u ~ r if(u). (E, II-II T) is a Banach space. We 
use Garsia, Rodemich, Rumsey lemma stated by Barlow and Yor (1982): 
II Fn(.,x) - F,(.,y) II~- ~< a l lx  - y lmr , ,  (1.44) 
II F(.,x) - F(.,y)II~ <~ a2lx - y lmr  (1.45) 
for every Ixl ~< N, lYl ~< N, where 0 < m < d' - d, al and a2 are constants, F, and 
F are r.v. such that 
(i) E(F)  < + o0, (ii) supE(r , )  < + oo. (1.46) 
n 
Let N > 0 and ~ > 0. We have 
P( II F,(., G) - F(., G)IIT ~ ~) < P( IIF~(., G) - f(., G)IrT ~ ~,IGI < N) 
+ P(IGI > N). 
This means that we can assume that G is bounded by N. We approximate G by 
a sequence of r.v. (Gk;k ~> 1), such that IGk[ <~ N, Gk is a discrete r.v. (with finite values) 
and II G - Gk ]l oo <~ 1/k. 
Therefore, by {1.44), (1.45) and (1.46) we have 
E[]IF,(.,G) -- F,(., GD)II ~-I + E[I IF(. ,G) - F(., GD II ~] ~< a3 k-re. 
By (1.40), for every k/> 1, Fn(., Gk) converges ucp to F(., Gk) = F(., Gk). Finally, F,(., G) 
converges ucp to F(.,G). [] 
Lemma 1.3. Assume that ?/> 1, N1 and N 2 are two continuous square integrable 
martingales and NI(O) = O. Then 
E[/o<t<rsup I I - (e , t ,N~ ,dN2)[']  ~< c{E( IN~(T)12 ' )E( IN2(T) I2 ' )}  '/2, 
where c is an universal constant. 
Proof. 
I -  (e,t, N1 ,dN2)=-1 Nt(s  dN2(u ds. 
s,(s+e) A t[ 
By Revuz and Yor (1991, ex 5.17, p. 165), we can permute ds(o,o and dN 2 and obtain 
) I - (e , t ,  N l ,dN2)= Nl(s)ds dNa(u). 
U--~)  + 
We use Burkhoder-Davis-Gundy (BDG) inequalities, 
E[t_o<t<rsup , I - (e , t ,  N l ,dN2) l ' ]<~ ClA, 
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where 
A =E u_~)+Nl(s)ds d[N2,N2](u) • 
Obviously, 
By Cauchy, Schwarz, BDG, and Doob (2y > l) inequalities we get the required 
inequality. [] 
Proof of Proposition 1.3. We set A(.,x) = V(.,x) + X(O,x). Then Y = M(.,G) + 
A(., G) and 
[ Y, V].~ = [M(.,G),M(.,G)]~ + [2M(., G) + A(.,G),A(.,G)]~. 
Since A (., G) is continuous and has locally bounded variation, by Lemma 1.1, the last 
term on the right-hand side of the previous equality converges ucp to 0. It remains to 
show 
(i) x ~ [M(., x),M(.,x)] = [X(., x),X(.,x)] 
admits a continuous version (1.47) 
(ii) [M(., G), M(., G)] = [M(., x), M(., x)] Ix=6 
Doob inequality and (1.38) (ii) imply 
E[o<t<rsup IM(t,x)--  M(t,y)12'l <~ C'N,r[x-- yl2d'. 
By Kolmogorov lemma, x ~ M (., x) admits a continuous version. We apply formula 
(1.13), 
[M(., G), M(., G)]~(t) = M(t, G) 2 - 2I - (e, t, M(., G), dM(., G)). 
But M(t, x) 2 - 2 ~.o M (s, x)dM(s, x) = [M(., x), M (., x)] (t). Therefore, if
ffo (i) x-*  M{s,x)dM(s,x) admits a continuous version, (1 148) 
{ (ii) I - (e,., M(., G), aM(., G)) converges ucp to f l  M(s, x) dM (s, x) lx = 6' 
(1.47) is realized. 
We set 
-(e,t,M(.,x), dM(.,x)), F(t,x) = f lM(s ,x)  dM(s,x), F~(t,x) I 
t >~ O and x e R a. 
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By Proposition 1.1, for every x in R a, F~(., x) converges ucp to F(., x). Lemma 1.2 tells 
us that (1.48) holds if we are able to prove 
E[o~t{rSUp IF~(t,x)-F,(t,y)l~]~Cmrlx-yl ~', Vlxl<~N, VlYl <~N. 
We introduce 
F~(t,x,y) = I-(e,t,M(.,x),dM(.,y)). 
We have 
F~(t,x) - F,(t,y) = F,(t,x,x) - F~(t,x,y) + F,(t,x,y) - F~(t,y,y). 
If 7 >1 1, (1.49) is realized as soon as 
E[  o<.,~rsup IF , ( t ,x ,x) -  F,(t,x,y)V] <<. Cr~.rlx- yl a', V lxl <. N, V lyl <~ N. 
(1.5o) 
E[  o~<,~rsup [F~(t,x,y)- F~(t,y,y)] ~] <~ C'mrix -- yia', Vlxl ~ N, V lYl ~< N. 
(1.51) 
If we set N1 = M(.,x) and N2 = M(.,x) - M(.,y) (resp. N1 = M(.,x) - M(.,y) and 
N2 = M(.,y)) (1.50) (resp. (1.51)) is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.3 and (1.38). [] 
We give now an application of Proposition 1.3 concerning the systems of stochastic 
differential equations (S.D.E.'s) with an initial non-adapted value. We work in the 
general outline defined by Jacod (1979), chap. XIV). We introduce Q = C(I~+), 
= (o~;t >~ 0) the natural filtration on 0,12' = f2 x ~, o~' = (0s ,< ~(o~s ® o~s ); t ~> 0) 
and ~" the a-algebra generated by the previsible processes defined on f2'. Let 
(B1,..., B,) be a n-dimensional Brownian motion defined on (/2, f f  = (o~; t ~> 0), P). 
We assume that a = (al . . . . .  a,) and b to satisfy, 
b and ai for every 1 ~< i ~< n maps •+ × 12' to R ~ and are 
~'-measurable. (1.52) 
There exist two constants KI > 0 and K2 > 0 such that, 
lai(s, e9,0)1) - ai(s,0),0)l)l + Ib(s,0),0)l) - b(s, 0),0)2)1 ~< K1110)1 - 0 )2  Hs, 
i= l  
(1.53) 
~ tai(s,0),0)l)l 2 + Ib(s,0),0)l)l 2 ~< K2(1 + [10)1 lift) (1.54) 
i=1  
for every s/> 0, 0)e f2, 0)1 and 0)2 in C(~÷), where 110)1 [Is = supo.<,~sl0)l(u)[. We 
denote by (X(t, x); t/> 0) the unique solution (Jacod, 1979 (14, 50)) of 
X (t,x) = x + ,= ~ a,(s,0),x (.,x))dB,(s) + b(s,0),X (.,x))ds. 
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We set X = (X  ") . . . .  ,x~a)), tri = (tr~ 1~ . . . .  ,ald)), tri,~ = a}i),tr = (tri, j ) l  <.i<.d. 1 <<. j<~,, 
6 = (aj, ih <~i<~a, 1 ~j<~, and [X ,X] ( t )  the random matrix: 
I x ,  x ] (t)i, j = [x"~, x ~)] (t). 
Proposition 1.4. Let  G be a ~-measurab le  random variable. Then 
IX(., 6), x(., 6)]  = fo(a6)(s, ~o, X,(s, 6))ds. (1.55) 
Proof. According to an easy adaptation of Kunita (1982, Theorem 2.1, p. 211), there 
tl) and c t2~ such that exist two constants Cr, N r.N 
El-llX(., x) - X(.,y)II 2~] ~< ct r~ lx  -y l  2~, Vlxl ~< N, VIy[ ~< N. (1.56) 
~2) (1.57) E l  IIg(.,0)ll~ ~] ~< r.~, 
where ), >/1. 
Let 1-%<l~<d,l~<k~<d. Weset 
N (t ,x)  = i= ~ ~ { fl a'~'(s'o~'x ('x))dB'(s) 
+ t >>.O,x~R d. 
(N(t,  x); t >~ O) is the martingale part of X ~k) + X o). We use BDG inequality and get 
EEIN(Z'x)--g(Z'Y)lZq<<'cE[{~,=x ~ro((~}k)+~P)(s'c°'X("x)) 
t'] - ((a} k~ + a}t))(s, co, X ( . ,y ) )Zds  . 
We use successively (1.53) and (1.56) to obtain 
E[  IN(T ,x )  - N(T ,y ) I  2'] <% c'[ x - yl 2'. 
In the same way, we check that E[ IN(T ,O) I  2~] < ~.  We choose y = d + 1, and 
applying Proposition 1.3, we set 
A = [x (h) ( . ,G)  -1- X°)( . ,G) ,X~h)( . ,G)  + X°)(., G)]. 
Then 
A = [N( . ,G) ,N( . ,G) ]  = [N( . ,G) ,N( . ,x ) ] Ix= ~ 
= ,=1 fo 
Using bilinearity we obtain (1.55). [] 
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2. Ito formula 
For simplicity in this section we only deal with continuous processes. We start with 
a stability result concerning the generalized bracket. 
Proposition 2.1. Assume that X and Y are two continuous processes admitting amutual 
bracket, f and g are two functions of class C 1. Then f(X) and o(Y) admit a mutual 
bracket given by 
[ f (X) ,  g(Y)] = fof'(X(s))g'(Y(s))d [X, Y ] (s). (2.1) 
Proof. We set 
R,(f  X, s) =f(X(s + ~)) - f(X(s))  -f '(X(s))(X(s + e) - X(s)). (2.2) 
We have 
C,(f(X),g(X)) = C~ 1) + Z~, 




Z~I) = -el f~g,(y(s))R~(fX, s)(y (s + e) - Y(s))ds, 
fo Z~z) = _1 f'(X(s))R~(g, Y,s)(X(s + e) - X(s))ds, 
lfo Z~ 3) = ~ R~(f X, s)R~(g, Y,s)ds. 
By Proposition 1.2, Ce (1) converges ucp to ~of'(X(s))g'(Y(s))d[X, Y](s). We will 
check that Z~ ° converges ucp to 0, 1 -%< i ~< 3. Since f is a C 1 function, 
R~(fX, s )=(f~(f ' (aX(s)+(1-~)X(s+e)) - f ' (X(s) ) )d~)(X(s+e)-X(s) ) .  
Let T > 0 fixed. X is uniformly continuous on [0, T + 1] and 
X([0, T + 1]) c [ - K,K]. We set 71 (resp. 72) the continuity modulus o f f '  on 
[ - K, K]  (resp. X on [0, T + 1]). 71 and 72 are two positive and increasing function 
converging to 0, at 0. Moreover, K, 7a and 72 depends on o9. Clearly, 
[R~(f,,X,s)l <~ yl(?2(e))lX(s + e) -  X(s)[, se  [0, T], 0 < e < 1. 
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(f'(X(s)); 0 <<. s <<. T + 1) is bounded by k (k is random); therefore, 
max IZ~'l(t)l .< k~l(y2(e)) -1 ITI(X(s + ~) -- X(S))(Y(s + e) -- Y(s))lds. 
O~t<~T '~ 3o 
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequalty, we have 
max IzJ1)(t)l ~< k?,(72(~)) {C,(X,X)(T)C,(Y, Y)(T)} lIE. 
O~t<~T 
Since (C~(X,X)(T); 0 < e < 1) and (C~(Y, Y)(T); 0 < e < 1) are bounded, it is obvi- 
ous that Z ~) converges ucp to 0. By symmetry Z (2) converges ucp to 0. 
Substituting X for Y, f for g, (2.3) becomes 
I R, (g, Y, s) l ~< ~(e) l Y (s + e) - Y (s) l, 
where lim,~o+ ~(e) = 0. 
We have 
max IZ~3)(t)l ~< 71(?2(e))?(e) ITI(x(s + e) -- X(s))(Y(s + e) - Y(s))lds. 
O~<t~<T 30 
As before the previous inequality implies that Z~ (3) converges ucp to 0. [] 
We remark that (2.1) corresponds to 1.4 (FiAllmer, 1979/80). At the end of Section 
2 we will precise the relation between F611mer approach and ours. 
Proposition 2.1 gives new examples of processes having a mutual bracket. Let 
F = {Xi; i ~ K } be a family of continuous processes, admitting a mutual bracket. Then 
P = {f(Xi); i ~ K , fe  CI(R)} admits mutual bracket. In particular, if F is the class of 
continuous ff-semimartingales, F is strictly included in F. We can also choose F1 the 
set of processes having a strong SIR and F2 the set of processes Y given by (1.39). 
Pl and F2 are two non-trivial classes of processes admitting a mutual bracket. 
We state now a one-dimensional Ito formula. 
Theorem 2.1. Let f ~ C2(R) and X be a continuous process admitting a generalized 
bracket. Then Slo..lf'(X(s))d- X (s) exists and 
f~ l fj f ' (x(s))d[x'x](s) f(X(t)) =f(X(0)) + o,0f'(X(s))d- X(s) +-~ o,tl 
=f(X(0)) + f~o,,ff'(X(s))d+X(s)- ~ flo.J"(X(s))d[X,X](s) 
= f(X(0)) + flo, o f'(X(s))d°X(s) (2.5) 
for every t >i O. 
Remark. (i) Assume that X is a fixed continuous process admitting a generalized 
bracket. As Fibllmer emarked (1979/80, p. 149), Theorem 2.1 tells us that there exists 
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a P-null set N, depending only on X such that k/og(EN, Sjo.. lf '(X( s, w))d - X(s, 09) exists 
for everyfe  C2(R). 
(2) Eq. (2.5) is the analog of (3). (Follmer, 1979/80) 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first observe that if (Y(t); t ~> 0) is a continuous process, 
(I/t) So(Y(s + e) - Y(s))ds converges ucp to Y - Y(0). Therefore, 
A~ = (I/t) So (y (S (s  + e)) -y (X(s ) ) )ds  converges ucp toy(X(-))  -y (x(0) ) .  We have 
y(b) - y(a) = (b - a)f ' (a) + (b --  a) 2 ;~ af" (aa + (1 a) b)da. 1 
Consequently, we obtain 
A,(t) = r - (e , t , f ' (S ) ,dS)  + A~'(t), 
lfo{;: } A~l)(t) = -~ a f " (aX(s )  + (1 - a)X(s  + e))dct (X(s + e) - X (s ) )2ds .  
We decompose A~ 1), 
A}l)(t) = -~ f " (X(s ) )dC~(X,X) (s )ds  + 1 7~(s)(X(s + e) - X(s))2ds, 
;o' 7~(s) = e( f " (eX(s )  + (1 - a)X(s + e)) - f " (X (s ) ) )de .  
By Proposition 1.2, S'of"(X(s))dC~(X,X)(s)ds converges ucp to 
Sof"  (X(s))d [X, X] (s). Using both the continuity o f f "  and X, we check that 7~ con- 
verges ucp to 0. 
This implies that (I/t) S0 7,(s)(X(s + e) - X(s)) 2 goes ucp to 0. 
By Proposition 2.1, [ i f (X ) ,X ]  = S'of"(X(s))d [X,X](s).  Moreover, using (1.12) 
and (1.3)o, we obtain the second and third formula. [] 
We just state the multi-dimensional nd continuous case. 
Theorem 2.2. Let f e C 2(R"), X = (X l . . . . .  X , )  be a continuous, R"-valued process such 
that {XI .. . . .  Xn } admits mutual brackets. Then 
f (X ( t ) )  =/(X(0))  + -- (X(s))d- Xi(s) 
i=1  
+ ~ ~ (X(s))d [X,, Xs] (s). (2.6) 
i,j=1 
Remark. We have to precise that we are not sure that every 
S]o,n (Of/Oxi)(X(s))d-X~(s) exists, but we claim that the sum is meaningful. 
We would like to notice that (2.5) is an extension of Ito formula given by Nualart 
and Pardoux (1988). Let (X(t); 0 ~< t ~< 1) be a process with strong SIR (1.23) and (~(t); 
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0 <~ t ~< 1) be a bounded variation and continuous process. If X (resp. ~ ) satisfies the 
additional property (i) (resp. (ii)) of Theorem 6.1 (Nualart and Pardoux, 1988), these 
authors how 
f(Y(t))=f(Y(O)) + f~ ~f (Y(s))d~(s) +~(1jom~(Y('))U) 
1 2 + -~ f l a~yf~ ( Y (s)  U (s)2 ds 
+ (Y(s))O~¢(s) +-~y2(Y(s))6(llo,~O~U(.)) U(s)ds (2.7) 
for every t ~ [0, 1], f~ C2(Rz), where Y = (X,¢). 
For simplicity we consider ~ = 0. We only deal with X and f•  C2(R); (2.7) reduces to 
f(X(t)) =f(O) + 6(l jo.of '(X('))U) + ~ f~f"(X(s)) U(s)2ds 
j" + f"(X(s))6(llo.slD~U('))U(s)ds. (2.8) 
0 
Theorem 1.1 tells us that [X,X] = ~'oU(s)2ds, using Theorem 2.1, we have the 
following identity: 
6(ljo,,lf'(X(.)))U)) + f"(X(s))6(l~o,~jD~U('))U(s)ds 
= f f'(X(s))d- X(s); t • [0, 1]. (2.9) 
Jl O,t] 
It is possible to check directly this equality. 
F611mer (1979/80) introduced a notion of quadratic variation. We would like to 
compare it to ours. 
A subdivision z is a finite sequence of positive numbers {t~; 0 ~< i ~< n} such that 
0~<to<t~< -.. <t , .Weset  
p(z,K) = sup{(t/+l A K - tl A K); 0 ~< i ~< n-  1}. 
Let (z.; n >/1) be a sequence of subdivisions such that lim._. ~o p (z., K) = 0, for every 
K > 0. Assume that X is a cgd lgg process. F611mer defined a (z.)-quadratic variation 
process ~ associated with X: 
is a non-decreasing, c/td hig process, starting at 0, and A ~ (t) = (A X(t)) 2 
(2.10) 
a.s., 4, = ~ (X(ti+ 1) - -  X(ti))2~t,, weakly converges to d~. 
~iE ~n 
We consider a particular family of subdivisions 
J={zu .~,0~<u<~l ,0<e<l}  wherezu,,={e(u+k);0~<k~<l/e2}. 
(2.11) 
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Clearly, lim,_,oa~(z .... K) = 0, K > 0, u ~> 0. We set 
~u.= = ~ (X(t i+l ) - -  X(tl))26,,. 
We strengthen (2.11) by setting 
a.s. ~u,, weakly converges to de, uniformly with respect o u. (2.12) 
We define the J-quadratic variation process ~, associated with X, as the process 
satisfying (2.10) and (2.12). 
Proposition 2.2. We assume that ~ is the J--quadratic variation process associated 
with X. 
(1) For every f ixed t >>. O, such that AX(t )  = 0, [X, X]=(t) converges a.s. to ~(t). 
(2) I f  X is continuous then [X, X ] = ~. 
Remark. We recall that [X, X] is the limit ucp of IX, X]e. 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let 0 ~ t ~< T. We have 
[X,X]e(t)  = Ydt)  + Yt='~(t), (2.13) 
'fo Y=(t) =-~ (X(s + ~) - X(s))2ds, 
y~l~(t ) = _l (X(s) - X(O+))2ds + (X(t+ ) - X(s))Z ds 
f/ } - (X(s + e) - X(s))Zds . 
It is easy to check that 
y~1) converges ucp to O. (2.14) 
We set n = [t/G]. We have 
Y=(t) = Y~Z)(t) + Re(t), (2.15) 
I n-1 ~(k+ 1)~ 
Y~t2)(t) = e k~=O Jke (X (s + e) -- X(s))2ds, 
Re(t) 1 f = - (X(s + e) - X(s))2ds. 
8 
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Since 0 <<. t - ne <<. e, X is locally bounded and c/td, then 
Re converges ucp to A X( t )  2. (2.16) 
(2.17) 
Y~t2)(t) = f~ dCu,~([O,t[)du. (2.18) 
If AX( t )  = 0, then A¢(t)  = 0, and d¢,,~([0,t[) converges to d~[0,t] = ¢(t). 
We assume that X is continuous. By (2.10), ¢ is also continuous. We set 
Ou,~(t) = dcu.~([0,t[). For every fixed t >>. O, O~,~(t) converges to ¢(t), uniformly with 
respect to u e I-0, 1]. Moreover 0~,, is a non-decreasing function, ¢ is continuous; 
therefore 0u,~ converges to ¢ uniformly with respect o (u, t) e [0, 1] x [0, T].  Conse- 
quently, 
[X ,X] ( t ) - - -  f f  d~([O,t[)du = ~(t). [] 
Remarks. (1) If X is continuous our Ito formula (resp. Proposition 2.1) corresponds 
exactly to th6or6me, p. 144 (resp. remarque 2, p. 148) of F611mer (1979/80). 
(2) We recall that X is a zero energy process if 
lim E[~ (X(ti+x)-X(ti))21=O. 
[ricO tier 
By (2.13), (2.14), (2.16) and (2.17) it is clear that if X is a zero energy process, then 
[X, X ] = 0. This gives a new class of process admitting a generalized bracket. 
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